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Looking for HR generalist job openings-1yr exp in recruitment. MBA-HR?
is this question , R you sure , I do not know , you are so looser that you are not able to get these people in naukri.com, monster.com , tim......

I am doing a project in hr recruitment and selection in airport chennai how can i
frame my questionaire?
Sri, I have a very good website for Hr related queries ; citehr.com; You have HR Professionals of different degree in there. Posting questio......

I am working in BPO on a good positon and now planning to switch to
HR/Recruitment for BPO.Any suggestions?
Play it by ear. If you have managed a number of people in your current job, honest answers about your experience and your yardsticks for hi......

How to get contacts to establish successfully to launch hr recruitment services.in
London?
The best way to get contact is word of mouth. Once you land a couple of customers and provide them with a good service and excellent follow-......

Is is possible for a Headhunter to find career in traditional HR?
I hate to say but this probably has one of the highest burnout rates of all types of jobs out there. Unless you work in one of the few reputable spec......

Hai, help me. A questionnaire for "How to Increase Walk in and Attract talent" In
Recruitment.?
advertise and use you media outlets and resources? tv.radio.newspapers.ads on street.internet.club event. beam into space use a plane w/ ......

Freelance HR Administrators?
Check it out on Monster.com......

Hai, friends I need FAQS on SAP-HR plz provide this and which company
recruitment is processing iplz mail me?
Check those pages: ......

The Process of evaluating HR planning Internal external Influence of the
recruitment process?
Its very simple, following a flow plan in the recruitment proses you will have to compare the internal from the external influence. The poi......

Iam MBA in hR now iam in placement how can i build my career in HR ihave 9
months exp in Recruitment.?
Look into and apply for other positions in the HR field. You have an MBA, you don't need me to tell you what they are. <......

How do I convince prospective empolyer/s my interest in exploring diff areas of
HR other than recruitment?
From an 'HR' standpoint - if I were interviewing you and you referred to the other areas as "fun stuff", you would probabl......

How do I convince prospective empolyer/s my interest in exploring diff areas of
HR other than recruitment?
It's sometimes difficult to transition from staffing into other areas, in part because staffing is in high demand right now. If you are......
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How to do competency mapping for the position of HR MANAGER
(RECRUITMENT DIVISION) in telecom sector?
Suggest you go to some Job Websites and look what they are asking for. Because those employment agencies normally use the standard
competenc......

Is recruitment part of HR functions?
Recruitment is a core function of the HR job, comes under the umbrella of Manpower Planning , which includes recruitment , hiring new staff , job
desc......
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